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QUESTION 1 (20 marks) 

(a) Show that the thermodynamic probability 

reduces to Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics when a - 0 , 10 Fermi-Dirae stati stics when a = I , 

and to Base-Einste in statistics when a - -1. 

Cb) Find the thermodynami c probability in the dilute gas limit g j » N j . 

(c) If the di stributio n is Maxwell -Boltzmann, ca lcul ate the entro py and the Hehnholtz 

function. 

(d) If the system has o nly two energy leve ls 0 a nd El' w ith degeneraci es 8 0 and gl' write 

down the entropy and Helmhoitz function for the system. Note that 

(e) Find the Helmho ltz function in the limit as T - O. 

(t) Find an equation for the pressure of thi s system and explain the physical nature of the 

derivative that is needed. 
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QUESTION 2 (20 marks) 

An assembly of one-dimens ional harmonic osc illato rs are loosely coupl ed so that Ihey each 

osc ill ate independently in o ne of the energy levels E
j 

;; (j + t)hv. whe re j =: 0,1,2,3, ... . 

(a) In the d ilute gas approximation g j » Ni ' deri ve the partition functi on Z for this system 

usi ng the characteristic temperature e = It v! k . 

Cb) Calculate the occupation number of the ph energy leve l, that is find N J / N . 

(c) Why can Bo ltzmann statisti cs for di stinguishab le pa rticl es be used in thi s case? 

(d) Use the part ition fu nctio n show that the tota l energy is 

U - Nkd! + ,,; ) V\2 e -1 

Ce) What is the form fo r the energy as T - 0, and as T _ oo? 

(f) Outline the model in Einstein 's theory of the heat capacity of a solid and write down an 

equation for the energy as a function of temperature. 

(g) Outline the physical picture or beginning assumptions in Debye's model of heat capacity. 

In particular , how does it differ from the Einstein model? 

(h) Show that the di stribution of freq uencies in the Debye model of 3N osci llators is given by 

9N , 
g(v)dv - -, v dv 

vm 
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QUESTION 3 (20 marks) 

(a) For a classical system of N particles with Hamiltonian 

show that the canonica l partition function is give n by 

Z = J dp, .. dpN J dq, .. dqN exp(-f3H) = (2"'"kT)'N/' J dq, .. dqN exp(-f3<J» . 

(b) For an ideal gas the pOlentia l is equal to zero everywhere (except at colli sions). Wri te 

down the idea l gas canonica l partition function. 

Cc) Use the canonical partition fun cti on for the ideal gas to calcul ate the average internal 

energy and pressure. 

(d) Show that flu ctuations in the internal energy in the canonica l ensemble are give n by 

a~' InZ = (U') - (U)' 

(e) Show that the mean square fluctuation in the internal e nergy (D.U 2) = (U 2) - (U)2 in the 

canonical ensemble is determined by the heat capacity at constant volume. 

(f) The class ica l grand canonical partition function is given by 

• 
~(z,V,T)- 2 ZNZ(N,v,T). 

N_O 

Where the fugacity z is related to the chemical potential by z = exp(p,u) and Z(N,v ,T) is the 

canonical partition functi on. Show that the average num ber of particles (N) given by 

(N) a ~ iNzNZ(N,v,T) 
- N_O 

can be written as a deri vative of the grand canonical partition function. 
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(g) Write the average fluctuation in N, that is, the average of /1N 2,.. (N _(N) )2, as a 

derivati ve of the grand canonical partition function :=:(z, V ,r). 
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QUESTION 4 (20 marks) 

(a) A Base gas at low temperat ure (T < TB' where TB is the Base temperature) has an interna l 

energy of 

determine the heat capacity at constant volume. 

(b) As the result for the heat capacity is correct at zero temperature, calculate the entropy 

using 

s~ IT CV dT'. 
T' o 

Cc) Thus show that the Hehnholtz function is given by 

Cd) If the Base temperature is given by 

T. _ _ h' (-;:-;,N'-::-c)¥' 
, 21tlllk 2.612V 

use the Helmholtz functi on to find the pressure. 

2U 
(e) Hence show that p ... -. 

3V 

(f) Discuss possible connections between the 

theoretical Base-Einstein condensation and the 

experimentall y o bserved lambda transition between 

Hel ium I and Helium 11. 
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QUESTION 5 (20 marks) 

(a) For a system of fe rmions whe re the density of states is give n by 

Show that the Fermi energy at T = 0 is given by 

h' ( 3N )>1
3 

'F ~I'(O)=- --
2111 8n;V 

(b) The internal energy of a fe rmion gas is 

• 

Ex plain the interplay between the numerator and denominator of the integ rand in determining 

the value of the intern al ene rgy . 

(c) The fermionic contribution to the intern al energy is 

Find an express ion for the heat capacity. 

(d) Integrate the entropy from TdS = CvdT to o bta in the entropy, and hence, the Helmholtz 

function. 

h' ( 3N )'13 

where the Fermi temperature is TF = -- --
2mk 8nV 

(e) Calculate the fermionic contribution to the pressure for a gas of electrons. 
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(f) If a white dwarf star consists of alpha panicles and a degenerate electron gas find the 

electronic contribution to the internal energy. If the grav itational potential energy U""v '" - : 

where R is the radius of the star, explain how a minimum energy result s in a stable radius for 

the star. 
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